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NIKOLAI
REACT.JS DEVELOPER

SKILLS

WORK EXPERIENCE

HTML, Jade, CSS, SASS/Less/Stylus
JavaScript, JQuery, Ember.js
ReactJS, Redux/Flux/Reflux, Redux – thunk/saga
NPM/Bower
Grunt/Gulp/WebPack
AMD/CommonJS
MongoDB, Karma
UI DEVELOPER
B2B | 2016-till now
The project was built entirely from scratch and was a huge
cloud system for small business owners. Participated in the
prototyping of project architecture and was the leading frontend developer
UI DEVELOPER / TEAM LEAD
HELLO MONDAY | 2013-2016
Being versatile specialist, i easily joined to the working
process. Began the way in firm as the developer of interface
all cycle, beginning from planning and ending with a code, i
listened other people's opinions and shared my. Whereby
was offered try myself as a team lead.
FRONT-END DEVELOPER / PM
GOGET | 2012-2014
I came to the firm as a front-end developer but in the my rush
to new I started working with design, I began designing
interfaces, I wrote a lot of product documentation and all the
time I learned something new, that will raise my projects on
new level.
FRONT-END DEVELOPER
SEVENSKY | 2011-2012
During this period I worked with a great team in which there
were former students from KPI. In addition to interesting
projects guys instilled in me a love for the preprocessors and
have taught me how to write routine things more easier and
faster. I began working with Jade, Stylus, coffeescript , and
other cool things.
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EDUCATION

LANGUAGE SKILLS

FRONT-END DEVELOPER
FREELANCER | 2010-2011
That were dashing 2010s.No experience, no orders, lives in a
dormitory. Complete lack of interesting or good projects. Not
best period of the beginning developer.during this period of
time it has been written a lot of HTML/CSS/Js code and made
the first attempts in the design.
NATIONAL TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY OF UKRAINE “KIEV
POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE”
Master’s degree
Russian - Native speaker
Ukrainian - Native speaker
English – Advanced
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